2020 IBBY Honour List Exhibition Tour in Korea

The 2020 Honour List Exhibition toured Korea. Although the continued spread of Covid-19 complicated the situation, the exhibition was held, albeit simply and for a short period, at the Wonju Complex Cultural Education Center. The three organizations Wonju picturebook center dailyart, Wonju Cultural Foundation, Wonju Creative Cultural City Center cooperated in this exhibition.

The 2020 IBBY Honour List that toured Korea is made up of 179 printed books in 48 languages, nominated by 60 countries. They comprise 68 author nominees, 57 illustrator nominees, and 54 translator nominees. This was the first time that works in languages such as Peruvian Quechua, South African Setswana, and Australian Woiwurrung were included.

A corner of the exhibition featured a special selection of picture books from around the world curated under the theme of “Jump Over, All Together.” Original artwork from Black Dog, Gangi by Suzy Lee, shortlisted for the 2022 Hans Christian Andersen Award, was also shown. It was the first time that Gangi, a work born out of the sorrow of losing the eponymous black dog who was a member of Suzy Lee’s family, was shown at an exhibition since its publication in 2018.
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